
 

 

HOW TO MAKE A CUSHION ENVELOPE BACK 

 

 

 

Making an envelope back for a cushion is relatedly simple. In this case I 
used some leftover scraps from the front of the cushion cover and two co-
ordinating fat quarters. I’m working on a 20” square cushion so fat 
quarters are perfect. If your cushion is larger you will need more than just 
fat quarters. So I start by hemming one end (long side) of the first fat 
quarter which will be the inner flap. The excess fabric will be cut away 
later. Set this part aside for now. 
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Now we work on the pieced outer flap. I had a funny shaped leftover from 
the applique shapes on the front of the cushion cover. So I cut a strip 6-
1/2” X 22” but this can be whatever width leftover you have but it does need 
to be long enough. I added Prairie Points to my project. And you will find 
my simple directions on how to make individual Prairie Points below. Now 
square off one edge (long side) of your second fat quarter. Now make as 
many Prairie Points as you wish to add to your back. Pin the Prairie 
Points in place on the edge that you just squared off. I find the centre of 
the fabric and mark it with a pin and this helps me to space my Prairie 
Points evenly. When sewing more than two layers I use my Walking Foot. 
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Now add the piece of leftover fabric band, pin and sew all three layers 
together. And this is what it should look like. 

.  
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Now it’s time to press. If you want your Prairie Points to point in the same 
direction as mine press the seam toward the band you just added. Reverse 
that if you want your points to point toward the band. Now it’s time it’s 
time to fold and secure the band. You simple press a ¼” fold over. 

 

 

 

Fold the band in half and topstitch in place. All the raw edges will be 
covered inside. So now both flaps are ready to layer up and sew in place. 
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With your cushion front right side up place the pieced flap down covering 
¾ of the cushion front. Then add the other flap once again covering ¾ of 
the cushion front. Pin and sew in place. You can either trim the excess 
fabric now before you sew or flip it over and sew from the cushion cover 
front and then trim away. 
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